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August 6, 1980

RBG - 8277
File G9.5

Mr. Karl V. Seyfr',t, Director
Office of Inspection & Enforcement
Region IV
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive
Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

Dear Mr. Seyfrit:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

In recent discussions between your office and Gulf States
Utilities (G3U), GSU indicated that a "stop work" order had
been initiated on the placement of QA Category I concrete. This
"stop work" order resulted from recurring formwork problems and
weather protection planning for concrete placement. As part of
our effort to keep you informed of the activities at the River Bend
site, GSU is providing you with the attached "stop work" description.
Action has been taken to correct the identified problem and the
"stop work" has been lifted.

If you have any questions on this matter, please contact us.

Sincerely,
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E. L. Draper, Jr.
Vice President'- Technology
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STOP WORK DESCRIPTION

On June 22, 1980, a "stop work" Order was initiated by Gulf States

Utilities QA Department on placement of Category I concrete, due primarily

to continued minor formwork problems and secondarily to weather protection

planning. The formwork problems, though not major, appeared to be due to

either insufficient (inadequate) bracing of forms or pouring concrete at

such a rate that the forms could not withstand the force generated from the

concrete or a combination of both. The trend of formwork failures has been

under review for several months. GSU's QA Finding Report #80-5-4-E, date

5-13-80, was written identifying the problem to Stone & Webster. The

corrective action proposed at the time pertained to removing spreaders,

utilizing stronger ties and additional bracing, and use of tell-tale

devices.

On June 20, 1980, Stone & Webster made two pours, (CBS-W-94J1-2 and

CBS-W-94D2) in the control building. The first pour (CB5-W-94J1-2) began

during the normal working hours. The forms started to buldge when

approximately two thirds complete and placement was temporarily halted.

GSU QA was notified, and the wall was inspected and found to have given way

at a form panel joint. Additional bracing was added to the forms and the

pour continued without any further nroblems. After the pour was complete

another wall in the control building was started (CB-5-W-94D2) and

continued after normal working-hours. Towards the end of the pour, high
..

winds and rain commenced. Construction problems developed due to the lack
- .

of adequate weather protection and an approved procedure for an unplanned
.c

construction joint. Due to these construction problems a decision was made

by Gulf States to "stop work" on Category I concrete placements until the

formwork problem was resolved and the needed field procedures written. The

specific corrective action measures taken by S&W were as follows:
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1) Established concrete placement rate of 5 ft/hr.

2) Initiated retraining of placement personnel on vibraticn

techniques.

3) Reinstructed carpenter supervisors as to their responsibilities.

4) Committed to train all associated craft personnel and supe'rvisors

to a Training Action Program.

5) Issued a construction procedure on unplanned construction joints.

6) Issued a weather protection procedure.

7) Established monthly S&W QA trend identification meetings.

8) Committed to include additional attributes in the F.Q.C.

inspection plans when deemed necessary by construction, engineering, or

GSU. (Availability of tell-tale devices to monitor form displacement

is an example.)

9) Committed that the carpenter supervisor will personally i'nspect at

least the next ten Category I placements.

Stone & Webster's response to the "stop work" was deemed acceptable by

GSU and the "stop work" lifted on June 26, 1980.

At this ti:ae CSU feels no further action on S&W's part is necessary. - i

i

The condition was identified and corrective action taken to prevent -1

recurrence. It should also be noted that the formwork problems taken -

individually are of no significance; however the trend was adverse and

warranted corrective action.


